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Abstract—The non-regenerative massive multi-input-multi-
output (MIMO) non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) relay
systems are introduced by this study. The NOMA is invoked
with superposition coding technique at the transmitter and
successive interference cancellation (SIC) technique at the re-
ceiver. In addition, a maximum mean square error (MMSE)-
SIC receiver design is adopted. With the aid of deterministic
equivalent and matrix analysis tools, closed-form expression of
the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) is derived.
To characteristic the performance of the considered systems,
closed-form expressions of the capacity and sum rate are further
obtained based on the derived SINR expression. Insights from
the derived analytical results demonstrate that the ratio between
the transmitter antenna number and the relay number is a
dominate factor of the system performance. Afterwards, the
correctness of the derived expressions are verified by the Monte
Carlo simulations with numerical results. Simulation results also
illustrate that: i) the transmitter antenna, averaged power value
and user number display the positive correlations on the capacity
and sum rate performances, whereas the relay number displays
a negative correlation on the performance; ii) the combined
massive-MIMO-NOMA scheme is capable of achieving higher
capacity performance compared to the conventional MIMO-
NOMA, relay assisted NOMA and massive-MIMO orthogonal
multiple access (OMA) scheme.

Index Terms—Non-regenerative relay assisted systems, 5G,
massive MIMO, NOMA, MMSE-SIC.

I. INTRODUCTION

F IFTH generation (5G) is brought up to tumble down the

explosive increasing number of devices accessing to the

internet [1]–[3]. Spectrum efficiency (SE), energy efficiency
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(EE) and low latency processing are main focused topics for

5G’s deployment and implementation [2], [4], [5]. Besides the

prior key technologies with massive multi-input-multi-output

(MIMO) [6], [7], small cell [2] and heterogeneous networks

(HetNets) [5], non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has

received various attentions both in academia and industry for

its SE performance merits [8]–[10]. The is due to the fact that

NOMA can share the same frequency resource block (called as

the sub-band [11] in the following content) by multiple users

[11]. In literature, NOMA technologies are categorized by dif-

ferent domains, for instance, code domain NOMA ( e.g. sparse

code multiple access (SCMA) [12], pattern division multiple

access (PDMA) [8], [13]) and power domain NOMA [14]–

[16]1. The idea of NOMA is to exploit the different quality

of service (QoS) requirements of different users [17], [18].

At the receiver side, to decode the non-orthogonal transmit

information, successive interference cancellation (SIC) was

proposed [15], [19]–[22]. With SIC, users within good channel

condition can eliminate other users’ encoding information with

higher orders of the same sub-band according to the allocated

power value [19], [20], or with a reversed decoding order

according to the signal to noise ratio (SNR) [15], [21] (or

signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) [8]). Here in

this study, the first scheme is adopted.

In the initial studies of NOMA, BS with single transmit

antenna paradigm is investigated a lot. For instance, the two

user scenario was propounded to compare with the orthog-

onal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) [14]; it

was proved that with equal power allocation, NOMA can

achieve about 48% corresponding gain compared to OFDMA.

The multiple user scenario with randomly deployed location

problem was raised in [15], in which the system outage per-

formance was discussed. Additionally, randomly deployed user

problem was addressed with a large scale underlay cognitive

radio network architecture by [23], the closed-form expression

of the outage probability was derived. NOMA was combined

with simultaneous wireless information and power transfer

(SWIPT) in [24]; it was proposed that the users nearby the

BS performing as the energy harvesting relays to assist cell

edge users’ transmission.

On the capacity study of multiple user NOMA scenario

(also known as MIMO-NOMA), the capacity performance

was compared between the MIMO-NOMA and conventional

MIMO orthogonal multiple access (MIMO-OMA) systems

1Note that here in this paper, while talking about NOMA, we are referring
the power domain NOMA in the following content.
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in [25]. Observation from this study witnessed that MIMO-

NOMA was capable of achieving higher ergodic sum capacity

performance compared to MIMO-OMA. The dynamic power

allocation mechanism was proposed in [26] to maximum the

overall cell capacity. The MIMO-NOMA was compared with

MIMO-OMA in [27], numerical results found that MIMO-

NOMA surpassed MIMO-OMA for two user and multiple

user scenarios. The power allocation with proportional fairness

scheduling (PFS) scheme was introduced for the downlink

transmission of two user scenario in [28]; it was found

that PFS can maximize the minimum normalized rate with

proportional fairness and small variation of the transmission

rates.

Latest, massive-MIMO-NOMA is noticed to further boost

up 5G’s capacity and sum rate performances, although fewer

studies have been done in this regard. Prior studies on massive-

MIMO-NOMA can be found as: The frequency multiplexing

method (also called as NOMA orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (NOMA-OFDM)) was proposed firstly by [11].

Compared to prior studies, this method can further enhance the

system’s sum rate performance. Moreover, a limited feedback

scheme for massive-MIMO-NOMA was proposed by [29];

it was proved that such a system can be decomposed into

multiple single-input-single-output (SISO) channels. The effi-

cient antenna selection and user scheduling algorithms were

investigated in [30] to maximize the sum rate; numerical

results demonstrated that the proposed joint antenna and user

(AU) algorithm achieved the same performance of existing

methods with a lower complexity.

As discussed, massive-MIMO-NOMA can further enhance

the system capacity and sum rate performances in 5G. Yet it

is noticed that with the inevitable denser cellular deployment

of massive MIMO [31], alternative architecture design to pro-

gressively enlarge the coverage area is of crucial significance.

In this regard, the relay system model attracts more and more

attentions [32]; where the relay can be either regenerative or

non-regenerative [33], [34]. Generally, the non-regenerative

relay system is simple and of better latency performance

[33]. In prior studies, the MIMO minimum mean square error

(MMSE) non-regenerative systems were investigated based on

the local channel state information (CSI) by [34]. One optimal

power allocation mechanism was proposed in [35]. The study

in [36] introduced a stochastic robust collaborative beamform-

ing method. On the other hand, NOMA with relay systems

also received significant attentions recently. For instance, the

relay assisted NOMA systems’ resource allocation problem

was investigated in the study of [37], where the proposed

matching algorithm can provide sub-optimal solution within an

affordable time. The adaptive transmission with buffer assisted

NOMA relaying system was proposed in [38], where with

the introduced optimal mode selection mechanism, the system

throughput was improved.

A. Motivation and Contributions

While the aforementioned studies laying solid foundation

on both MIMO-NOMA and relay assisted NOMA systems,

the research contributions in terms of massive-MIMO-NOMA,

and method to enlarge its coverage area, are still in their

fancy. This inspires us to develop this treatise. Other than

the prior studies, in this paper, the massive-MIMO is adopted

in the relay assisted NOMA system to enhance the system

capacity performance2. Additionally, the NOMA-OFDM [11]

is used as well to further increase the sum rate performance.

To highlight the merits of this proposal, the capacity and

sum rate performances of massive-MIMO-NOMA with prior

massive-MIMO-OMA are compared within the same relay

assisted non-regenerative systems. The capacity and sum rate

performances of this study are compared with prior MIMO-

NOMA and relay assisted NOMA systems as well. Addition-

ally, other than the mentioned studies with optimal power

allocation, beamforming design and user clustering analysis,

here to settle down the more complex analysis, deterministic

equivalent and matrix analysis tools are invoked to get the

closed-form capacity and sum rate expressions.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

• We propose a novel non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA relay system model. Moreover, the MMSE-

SIC decoding scheme and multiple sub-band frequency

regime are elaborated as well. Compared with prior

MIMO-NOMA [25], [27] or relay assisted NOMA studies

[37], [38], the capacity and sum rate performances are

further enhanced.

• We derive an exact closed-form SINR expression. After-

wards, we achieve the closed-form expressions of system

capacity and sum rate. The analytical results clearly

demonstrate that other than the findings with prior stud-

ies (transmit antenna number, allocated power, channel

noise etc.), the ratio between the number of antenna at

transmitter and the number of relay is another dominant

factor of the system performance.

• We demonstrate that the impact of transmit antenna

number and user number’s positive correlation effects on

system performance become weaker while the number of

antenna grows large. Yet by increasing SNR, higher per-

formance can always be obtained. In addition, compared

to relay assisted massive-MIMO-OMA, the proposed

relay assisted massive-MIMO-NOMA scheme is capable

of achieving about 30% ∼ 50% capacity increment in

each sub-band by each user. This capacity increment

merit becomes even obvious while the transmitter antenna

number growing large.

B. Organization and Notations

The remaining structure of this paper is organized as

follows: Section II is the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA relay assisted system model description. The SINR,

capacity and sum rate are investigated with closed-form ex-

pressions by section III. Numerical results are provided to veri-

fy the deduction accuracy and the different variables’ (transmit

antenna number, user number, relay number, allocated power

2Note that in this work, the system capacity means the sum capacity of the
system, not each channel capacity.
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values) influences to the system performance by section IV.

Section V finally concludes the study.

All through this paper, the uppercase boldface letters denote

the matrices; lowercase boldface letters are the vectors; and

normal letters are the scalar quantities, respectively. Further-

more, C is the complex set; R yields the real set; AH denotes

the Hermitian transposition of a matrix A; Ai,j is the (i, j)
entry of a matrix A with ith raw and jth column; tr(A) stands

for the trace of A; E(A) is the expectation of the matrix A;

and A−1 is the inverse transpose of matrix A, respectively. In

addition,
a.s.−−→ means almost surely approaching; and ◦ is the

Hadamard product. Finally, sup and inf respectively denote the

supremum and infimum.

II. THE SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, the system model and received information

are addressed. The non-regenerative relay system model for

massive-MIMO-NOMA transmission is introduced first with

a multiple sub-band scheme. After that, the user at receiver

side can invoke the MMSE-SIC decoding method to retrieve

its transmitted information.

A. System Model Description with MMSE-SIC Decoding De-
sign

Detail information of the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA relay systems will be elaborated first. As known,

typically in massive-MIMO systems, there are large number of

transmit antennas that serving fewer users [6], [39], [40]. With

this knowledge in hand, the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA relay systems proposed in this study are described

by Fig. 1, with both reality and theoretically simplified de-

scriptions. It is supposed that there are M transmit antennas

and K users with R relays of the non-regenerative massive-

MIMO-NOMA relay systems, as depicted in this figure. The

transmission procedure can be taken as two phases. In the first

phase, the target information is encoded with NOMA encoding

method and handed over to the relays from the transmitter.

Afterwards, in the second phase, the encoded information will

be delivered to the terminal side by the relays, where the AF

relay model is assumed in this study for the sake of simplicity.

The merit of this system lies in the fact that it can provide even

faster transmit rate to the cellular edge users with the help of

relay. Moreover, the relays can either be the assigned access

point (AP) or users within the cellular inner area, as shown

by Fig. 1(a). With the AF mode, signal re-generation is not

necessary, which is a simple and efficient model to enlarge the

coverage area and improve the QoS performance for cellular

edge users.

In this relay assisted non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA system, within each sub-band, different power values

are allocated for different users with NOMA encoding scheme.

It is further assumed that user orders are given in line with

an increasing allocated power value order of each user within

each sub-band. The NOMA concept with orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM) [11] while employing multiple

sub-bands in this study is indicated by Fig. 2. This is because

that in 5G, even wider bandwidth can be assigned to meet

(a) The reality non-regenerative relay assisted massive-MIMO-NOMA system.

(b) The theoretically simplified system model.

Fig. 1. Demonstration of the non-regenerative relay system design (M
transmitted antenna, R relay, K user).

the even fast transmission rate requirement [41], [42]. In this

case, it will be a waste of resource method to allocate the

entire bandwidth for one link from transmitter to receiver side,

especially with much lower transmission rate requirement.

Indeed, this problem can be partly alleviated via NOMA.

However, by employing NOMA and OFDM at the same

time, the frequency resources can be more effectively used. In

addition, NOMA-OFDM can be a flexible scheme, in which

the users can employ multiple sub-bands for their transmission

if needed. That is, it can allocate more sub-bands to the users

with fast transmission rate requirements. On the contrary, less

ones for the users with lower transmission rate requirements.

As shown by Fig. 2, the length of each rectangle is used

to denote one sub-band. It is assumed that the bandwidth is

divided into S sub-bands. In addition, height of each rectangle

yields the power value allocated to each user k (where

1 ≤ k ≤ K) with NOMA encoding scheme [14]3. Without

loss of generality, we further assume that within each sub-

band, K users exploiting the increasing power values for their

3Note that for the sake of compactness, we follow the prior studies in [11].
In addition, equal power value and order are assumed for each user k amongst
multiple sub-bands. In contrast, in each sub-band, different users are allocated
with different power values. Additionally, the user orders are the same amongst
different sub-bands. This is called as the same-position-same-power NOMA
power allocation scheme.
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of the NOMA-OFDM scheme.

Fig. 3. Demonstration of the MMSE-SIC decoding method within one time
interval.

transmission while user order growing. This is indicated by

Fig. 2 with the increasing heights of different rectangles from

user 1 to user K of each sub-band. Furthermore, to alleviate

the interferences from neighboring sub-bands, the guard band

(GB) method [43] is adopted, as shown by Fig. 2. Generally,

in wireless as well as wired communications, the GB is a part

of unused spectrum between different spectrum bands [44],

[45]. The benefit of GB lies in the fact that it can isolate

the inter-channel interferences [45]. This is especially useful

in the complex communication systems that the orthogonal

correlation between channels can not be exactly achieved.

While decoding the received information at the received

side, the MMSE-SIC decoding method is introduced. Here to

elaborate this mechanism, one example is given by Fig. 3. With

MMSE and GB amongst different sub-bands, it is assumed

that the inter-channel interferences are perfectly eliminated.

In addition, SIC removes the co-channel interferences from

other users with higher power values, and keeps the co-channel

interferences with lower power values as interferences for each

user k. This will be further clarified by the following analysis.

B. Signal Model

In this study, the channel matrix from transmitter to receiver

is assumed to be H (specific structure of H will be given by

the following analysis). The received signal then can be given

as

y = Hx+ n, (1)

where x is the transmitted information via NOMA encoding

method, and n the channel noise.

At the first phase of this non-regenerative relay system, it

is assumed that H1 ∈ C
M×R is the channel matrix. In this

study, to investigate the capacity and sum rate performances,

the channel condition (channel matrix eigenvalue) is assigned

to K user with an increasing order. That is, the Kth user

(where each user is denoted as k with 1 ≤ k ≤ K) is

assigned the best channel condition while the 1st user the worst

channel condition. Furthermore, as discussed aforementioned,

we assume that multiple sub-bands with a total sub-band

number S are used. In this case, without loss of generality,

by adopting the matrix expression, received signal after the

first phase within each sub-band can be given as

y1 = HH
1 x+ n1, (2)

where x denotes the transmit signal with x =
∑S

i=1

√
Pi ◦ s.

Furthermore, P ∈ C
M×S is denoted as the allocated power

matrix for all NOMA users from M massive-MIMO transmit

antennas of a total sub-band number S. In addition, s is the

transmitted signal vector with E{ssH} = σ2
sIM ; n1 is the

noise vector with E{n1n
H
1 } = σ2

1IR. This will bring in the

received information in all sub-band rephrased as

y1 =
S∑

i=1

HH
1 xi + n1, (3)

where xi =
√
Pi ◦ s.

Additionally, by following similar analytical procedure of

the first phase system, received signal at the receiver side

after the two phases of this non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA relay systems, will be

y2 = HH
2 G1y1 + n2

= HH
2 G1H

H
1︸ ︷︷ ︸

H

x+HH
2 G1n1 + n2︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

= Hx+ n.

(4)

where H2 ∈ C
R×K ,G1 ∈ C

R×R, and n2 (with E{n2n
H
2 } =

σ2
2IK) yield the second phase channel matrix from the relay to

the receiver, the linear relay pre-coder of the relay system [33],

[46], and the noise vector of the second phase, respectively. As

shown by this equality, for the sake of compactness, we can

employ H as the “channel matrix” to denote the HH
2 G1H

H
1

of the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA relay systems.

Additionally, n is invoked to denote the (HH
2 G1n1 + n2),

which is treated as the “channel noise” in this treatise. In the

case, the signal transmission of the non-regenerate massive-

MIMO-NOMA relay systems can be described with more

general signal model. The analysis procedures and conclusions

of multi-variable analysis and deterministic equivalent will be

adopted in the performance analysis of the following section.
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While employing the massive-MIMO antenna for transmis-

sion, the received signal of each user k at the receiver side, is

described as

yk = S
√
pkH

H
2 G1H

H
1 s+HH

2 n1 + n2.

= S
√
pkH

H
2 HH

1 s+HH
2 n1 + n2.

(5)

Here pi, pk denotes the power value within sub-band i and

arbitrary sub-band k. In addition, as shown by the last step

of (5), the relay pre-coder matrix G1 is assumed to be an

unit matrix. This is due to the fact that normally, the optimal

solution of G1 is a linear pre-coder in the non-regenerative

relay system [33]. Actually, the pre-coder design is another

hot topic in non-regenerative MIMO relay systems, such as

the study in [46]. However, here in this study, our focus is the

massive-MIMO-NOMA capacity and sum rate performances.

The optimal pre-coder design for this non-regenerative relay

system is left for further study.

With the discussion above, the MMSE matrix that employed

here can be given as [6], [47]

MMSE =
√

Pkh
H
k wH

k (WHPHHWH +Rnn)
−1, (6)

where hk,Wk denote the channel and pre-coder, respectively.

After the MMSE-SIC, received information of each user k can

be given as

MMSEyk/S =

√
Pkh

H
k wH

k (WHPHHWH +Rnn)
−1yk

S
,

(7)

where Rnn is

Rnn = σ2
1H2H

H
2 + σ2

2IK . (8)

Afterwards, SIC is adopted for each user k to cancel the user

interferences with higher user orders while treating the other

transmitted signals with lower user orders as the interferences.

That is, while decoding at the receiver side with SIC, the Kth

user’s information is first retrieved while treating other user

information as interference, then (K−1)th user’s information

retrieved. The decoding is executed by repeating this procedure

until the 1st user’s information is decoded that without any

interference from other user. Based on this, the capacity and

sum rate analysis of this non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA relay systems will be addressed by the following

section.

III. THE CAPACITY AND SUM RATE ANALYSIS

The system sum rate performance will be addressed in

this section. To achieve the closed-form expression, analysis

procedure in this paper is that: firstly, the random matrix

theory with its analysis procedures and conclusions are applied

here as the analytical tools; afterwards, SIC is addressed to

obtain the final expression of the capacity; finally, closed-form

expression of the sum rate is achieved by summing all user’s

capacity and multiplying it with the sub-band bandwidth value

and its number S.

Beforehand, it is noticed from prior study in [47] that for

the rectangular matrix A with entries independent and identi-

cally distributed (i.i.d.), the following assumptions holding: i)

E(Ai,j) = 0 and E(A2
i,j) = 1; ii) the nonzero eigenvalues of

AAH and AHA are the same.

Lemma 1: SINR expression: With the elaborated power

allocation scheme of multiple sub-bands, at the receiver side,

after MMSE, SINR expression of each user k4 in the non-

regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA relay systems that denot-

ing by γk can be given as

γk =
pk|hk|2wH

k (
∑K

i=1 pi|hk|2wiw
H
i +Rnn)

−1wk

1− pk|hk|2wH
k (
∑K

i=1 pi|hi|2wiwH
i +Rnn)−1wk

.

(9)

Proof: Please see Appendix A.

With this expression in hand, the power allocation scheme

with each sub-band for multiple users that discussed afore-

mentioned in section II is further employed. By following the

Shannon theory, achievable capacity of user k is written as

Ck = log2(1 + γk). (10)

In this case, capacity of the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA relay systems can be given as

Csum =

K∑
k=1

log2(1 + γk), (11)

Finally, the sum rate of the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA relay systems will be

Rsum = SB
K∑

k=1

log2(1 + γk), (12)

where B yields the sub-band bandwidth value. As clearly

shown here, the main task is to tackle down γk, whose closed-

form expression will be given by two cases in the following

analysis.

A. The SINR Analysis

To derive the closed-form expression of the γk, we will

introduce two lemmas that derived from prior studies, which

are given as follows.

Lemma 2: On condition that A ∈ C
N×N , and x ∼

CN (0, 1
N IN ) with each entry mutually independent; further

assuming A has uniformly bound spectral norm (with respect

to N ), then while N converging to ∞, the following approx-

imation equations can be established [6]

(i) xHAx− 1

N
tr(A)

a.s.−−−−→
N→∞

0,

(ii) xHAx
a.s.−−−−→

N→∞
0.

(13)

Lemma 3: Matrix inversion : For Hermitian invertible matrix

A ∈ C
N×N , scalar τ , and vector x ∈ C

N , on condition that

A+ τxxH is invertible, the following equality holds [6], [48]

xHA−1

1 + τxHA−1x
= xH(A+ τxxH)−1. (14)

4Here SIC is not considered in this SINR expression. The exact SINR with
closed-form expression after SIC will be given by the following analysis.
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Corollary 1: With these two lemmas in hand, the prior SINR

expression for user k with equation (9) can be further written

as

γk
a.s.−−→ 1

M
pk|hk|2tr(WHPHHWH +Rnn)

−1. (15)

Proof: Please see Appendix B.

Remark 1: The analytical processes from lemma 1 to

corollary 1 are due to the application of lemma 3. Moreover,

in the derivation procedure, it is assumed that with transmit

and receive antenna growing, the received signal for user k
can be absorbed into the interferences from other users while

calculating the γk.

Corollary 2: The Rnn can be given with a determinate

equivalent expression as

Rnn = σ2
1H2H

H
2 + σ2

2IK
a.s.−−→ (Rσ2

1 + σ2
1)IK . (16)

Proof: Please see Appendix C.

Remark 2: The deterministic equivalent with corollary 2

is due to the application of lemma 2. As shown here, the

relay number becomes a constant coefficient of σ1 in the non-

regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA relay systems.

B. Achievable Capacity and Sum Rate of the Non-regenerative
Massive-MIMO-NOMA Relay Systems

The rough γk expression with matrix variables is obtained

by prior sub-section. Here in this sub-section, the purpose is

to finally achieve the closed-form expression of γk. After-

wards, the capacity and sum rate performances can be easily

addressed.

As proved by prior studies [6], [48], [49], in massive-MIMO

system, with K,M growing large, the empirical spectral

distribution (ESD) of WH(WH)
H

for all K with expression

μ 1√
M
WH(WH)

H
k :=

1

M

K∑
i=1

δλi(WH(WH)
H
k )√

K
, (17)

forms a tight sequence, where

λ1 < λ2 < ... < λK , (18)

are the eigenvalues of WH(WH)
H

, counting multiplicity.

In addition, δλi denotes the Dirac measure with mass 1

concentrated in i. Under this condition, while further adopting

the Stieltjes transform [48], [50] to TWH(WH)H (−σ2), the

following approximation holds

TWH(WH)H (−σ2)− TK
a.s.−−→ 0, (19)

Similarly, the following equation also holds

TH(H)H − TM
a.s.−−→ 0. (20)

Recall the prior studies in [51], [52], in Rayleigh fad-

ing channel assumption and additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) that the noise are assumed to obey i.i.d. distribution

with zero mean and same covariance between each channels

both in the transmit to relay and relay to receiver system.

The power gains are the exponential random variables [51].

With these assumptions, by applying the Marcenko-Pastur’s

Theorem [52], with K,M growing large, a determinate equiv-

alent equation can be obtained while solving the (15) with

corollary (2). Accordingly, based on the prior derivations and

those introduced conclusions, the closed-form expression of

γk can be given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1: The SINR expressions of non-regenerative

massive-MIMO-NOMA relay systems with closed-form ex-

pression: after the MMSE-SIC, SINR of each user k can be

given as

γk
a.s.−−→

⎧⎨
⎩

Mp1

R2σ2
1+Rσ2

2
, k = 1,

pk(−m+t)

2(Rσ2
1+σ2

2)M
∑k−1

j=2 pj
, 2 ≤ k ≤ K,

(21)

with t

t =

√√√√m2 + 4(Rσ2
1 + σ2

2)M
2

k−1∑
j=2

pj
M

R
, (22)

and m

m = (Rσ2
1 + σ2

2 −
k−1∑
j=2

pj
M

R
)M +

K∑
i=1

pi
M

R
. (23)

Proof: Please see Appendix D.

Remark 3: The SINR expressions are achieved here so far.

It can be found obviously from this expression that the noise

power (with σ2
1 , σ

2
2) has a negative correlation to the γk.

Proposition 1: With the derived closed-form expression of

γk, capacity of the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA

relay systems will be

Csum =
K∑

k=2

log(1 + γk) + log(1 + γ1), (24)

where γk is given as the aforementioned solution by (21).

Proposition 2: While summing the achievable rate of each

user with multiple sub-bands, the general closed-form achiev-

able sum rate expression can be given as

Rsum = SB

{
K∑

k=2

log(1 + γk) + log(1 + γ1)

}
, (25)

Remark 4: As described by this closed-form sum rate

expression, the allocated sub-band bandwidth and its number

have positive correlations with the achievable sum rate, under

a AWGN channel environment. The discussion on this obvious

finding will be omitted in the following numerical simulations.

In addition, compared with the prior work [3], [53], the new

finding of this study is that with transceiver antenna number

growing, the benefits of NOMA mainly lies in its multiplex-

ing sub-band. In addition, the relay number together with

the power value are additional dominant factors besides the

massive-MIMO effect. The different power value for different

user brings in a side effect to the system performance. This

is because NOMA calling for rigorous discrimination among

different users according to their allocated power values [19],

[20].

The deduction accuracy of this study will be verified by

the following numerical results. In addition, the non-intuitive

effects of the transmit antenna number, relay number, receiver
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMATERS

Parameter Value
Monte Carlo simulations repeated 105 times

Transmit antenna number M 100, 200, 300, 400, 500
Receiver number K 10, 20

Receiver to relay ratio c2
1
2
, 1
3
, 1
4

Sub-band number S 20
Sub-band width B 20 MHz

number, NOMA allocated power to the system performance

will be discussed as well by the numerical simulations.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The analytical results are compared with the simulation

results of the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA relay

systems here in this section. In addition, the capacity, sum

rate performances of the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA relay systems are investigated. Table I summarizes

the simulation parameters that used in this section. Note that

in the following simulation, for the sake of compactness, all

of the power and noise values are set to be the normalized

values with noise power as 1 W.

The deduction of σ2
1H2H

H
2 with (16) is first verified via the

Monte Carlo simulation beforehand with the normalized noise

power value, whose results are shown by Fig. 4. In addition,

c2 value yields the user number divided by the relay number in

this simulation. For example, given 10 user number, c2 = 1/2
yields the relay number 20. As shown, the analytical results

match perfectly with the Monte Carlo simulation results. For

instance, by 16 user number and c2 = 1
4 , the analytical

result of σ2
1H2H

H
2 is 64 whereas the Monte Carlo simulation

result is about 63.99. This demonstrates the correctness of the

deduction here in this study. Additionally, observation from

this figure has that noise power is further magnified by the

increasing relay number. For instance, given 20 users in the

non-regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA relay systems, noise

power is amplified 200% times from 40 to 80 relay numbers.

The explanatory reason behind this is that, increasing transmit

antenna number (relay number here) results in more degree of

freedom (DoF) [22].

The γk expression with theorem 1 are verified as well with

the Monte Carlo simulation, where the parameters and their

values are in tune with the simulation of Fig. 4. The simulation

results are shown by Fig. 5. Observation clearly has that the

analytical results with deterministic equivalent match closely

with the simulation results. For instance, given 6 users, the

analytical SINR is about 18.39 dB whereas the Monte Carlo

based SINR is around 18.37 dB, whose difference is about

0.02 dB. Thus we can conclude that the analytical SINR with

theorem 1 is correct. Furthermore, increasing the relay number

will result in a decreasing SINR while keeping the other

parameters constant. This is due to the increasing amplified

noise power brought in by the growing relay number that

confirmed by Fig. 4.

To verify the transmit antenna, relay as well as user num-

ber effects to the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA

relay systems, the capacity and sum rate performances are

Fig. 4. The analytical and simulation results verification of σ2
1H2HH

2 with
normalized σ1. The analytical results are calculated from (16).

Fig. 5. The analytical and simulation results verification of γk with M = 100,
normalized σ1 and σ2. The analytical results are calculated from (21).

compared. In this comparison, we assume two cases, with

10 user and with 20 user. The results are given by Fig. 6

and Fig. 7, according to (24) and (25). In these simulations,

c2 values are consist with prior simulations of Fig. 4. For

instance, giving the user number 10, c2 = 1
2 ,

1
3 ,

1
4 yields

the relay number 20, 30, 40. Similarly, given user number 20,

c2 = 1
2 ,

1
3 ,

1
4 yields the relay number 40, 60, 80. Moreover,

S = 20 and each sub-band with bandwidth value 20 MHz are

used for the sum rate calculation. By comparing with prior

studies of relay assisted NOMA systems, the result in Fig. 6

reveals that the capacity performance of this non-regenerative

massive-MIMO-NOMA relay systems surpass the prior relay

assisted NOMA systems [37], [38] by one order of magnitude

(10 times). In addition, by comparing with prior studies of

MIMO-NOMA [25], [27], similar capacity enhancement can

be witnessed as well. This is mainly due to the massive MIMO
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Fig. 6. The system capacity comparison while the number of transmitter, relay
and user increasing. Two cases with user number 10 and 20 and normalized
σ1 and σ2 are adopted. In addition, C2 = 1

2
, 1
3
, 1
4

yields the relay number
20, 30, 40 with 10 users; and 40, 60, 80 with 20 users. The analytical results
are calculated from (24) with (21).

Fig. 7. The system sum rate comparison while the number of transmitter, relay
and user increasing. Two cases with user number 10 and 20 and normalized
σ1 and σ2, S = 20, B = 20 MHz are adopted. In addition, C2 = 1

2
, 1
3
, 1
4

yields the relay number 20, 30, 40 with 10 users; and 40, 60, 80 with 20
users. The analytical results are calculated from (25) with (21).

effects. By given the same bandwidth, it is divinable that the

sum rate will be one order of magnitude as well.

Several other results can be gained from Fig. 6 and Fig.

7. Firstly, growing relay number always results in inferior

capacity and sum rate performances, which is mainly due to

the increasing amplified channel noise in the first relay phase

that verified from Fig. 4. Secondly, increasing transmit antenna

number displays a decreasing positive effect to the capacity

and sum rate performances given the constant relay and user

numbers. The explanatory reason is due to the Shannon theory

with (24). With this in hand, the qualitative explanation of the

performance with Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 is to proof (21) yields

an incremental reduction while M growing large, which is

given by the Appendix E. Additionally, growing user number

will lead to better capacity and sum rate performances. While

further combining the results here with Fig. 5, it is also noticed

that the user number’s positive effect to the capacity and sum

rate performances become weak while linearly growing. This

is due to the increasing NOMA co-channel interferences from

other users bring in inferior γk value, which in turn affect the

capacity and sum rate performances.

The system capacity performance comparison between the

proposed massive-MIMO-NOMA and the massive-MIMO-

OMA are addressed within the non-regenerative relay sys-

tem. In line with prior studies [54], with MMSE, the SINR

expression of each user k with massive-MIMO in the non-

regenerative relay assisted systems can be given as

γk,OMA
a.s.−−→ MPk

R2σ2
1 +Rσ2

2

. (26)

Proof: Please see Appendix F.

With the addressed γk,OMA, the capacity performance can

be easily obtained according to the Shannon theory, as dis-

cussed before by (10). The capacity performance comparison

of massive-MIMO-NOMA and massive-MIMO-OMA, within

the non-regenerative relay systems, is shown by Fig. 8. Here in

massive-MIMO-NOMA scenario, each bandwidth is allocated

10 users as an example. The achievable capacity is averaged

over 10 users accordingly. As shown, each massive-MIMO-

NOMA user brings about 30% ∼ 50% capacity increment

compared to massive-MIMO-OMA scenario. For instance,

by c2 = 1
3 and 100 transmit antenna, the corresponding

capacity are 7.78 Bit/s/Hz/user and 5.91 Bit/s/Hz/user with

massive-MIMO-NOMA and massive-MIMO-OMA scenarios.

The massive-MIMO-NOMA capacity increment of each user

is about 31.64% compared to massive-MIMO-OMA scenario.

In addition, as shown by this figure, the massive-MIMO-

NOMA capacity merit is even better while transmit antenna

number growing large. This is because that more DoF brings in

even higher channel SNR for each user [3]. This better channel

SNR further strengthens the merit of massive-MIMO-NOMA

compared to the massive-MIMO-OMA scenario.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 further check the growing SNR effects

to the capacity and sum rate performances. Similarly, this is

done according to (24) and (25). Without loss of generality,

here in this simulation, the vertical line with SNR is averaged

over all 10 users, which means,

SNR =

∑K
i=1 pi

K(Rσ2
1 + σ2

2)
, (27)

where σ2
1 , σ

2
2 values are normalized. Firstly, the prior finding

with Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 that the decreasing positive effect to the

capacity and sum rate performances of the increasing transmit

antenna number is further verified, as clearly shown by this

figure. Additionally, while keeping other factors remain, better

capacity and sum rate can always be achieved by increasing

the SNR. This is another evidence of the deduction accuracy

in this study, according to the prior conclusion with the studies

in [6], [22].
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Fig. 8. System capacity performance comparison between NOMA and OMA
mechanism with normalized σ1 and σ2. The analytical results of massive-
MIMO-NOMA is calculated from (24) with (21). The analytical results of
massive-MIMO-OMA is calculated from Shannon capacity theory with (26).

Fig. 9. Capacity performance of 10 users while SNR growing with normalized
σ1 and σ2. The analytical results of massive-MIMO-NOMA is calculated
from (24) with (21).

V. CONCLUSION

The non-regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA relay systems

were introduced here to enhance the system SE and further

enlarge the coverage range for 5G. Moreover, the MMSE-SIC

decoding method was adopted to decode the received infor-

mation. The system capacity and sum rate were addressed by

the closed-form expressions with the help of matrix theories.

It was demonstrated that the transmit antenna number and user

number performing the positive but decreasing correlations

to the system capacity and sum rate performances, which is

different from prior sole massive-MIMO system. In addition,

Fig. 10. Sum rate performance of 10 users while SNR growing with
normalized σ1 and σ2, S = 20, B = 20 MHz. The analytical results are
calculated from (25) with (21).

the increasing averaged SNR value always brings in better

capacity and sum rate performances. Compared with massive-

MIMO-OMA regime, the massive-MIMO-NOMA regime can

achieve better system performance. This merit becomes even

better with transmit antenna number growing large. The NO-

MA user pair problem with different quality of service (QoS)

requirements can be further investigated in future with the

non-regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA relay systems.

APPENDIX A

Proof: As discussed before, by following the prior deduc-

tion in [6], [48], [55], while decoding the received information,

MMSE is the optimal solution especially in the massive-

MIMO systems [6], [47]. With this conclusion in hand, while

adopting MMSE at the receiver side and multiplying it by (5),

within each sub-band, the following equality holds

MMSEyk/S =

√
Pkh

H
k wH

k (WHPHHWH +Rnn)
−1yk

S
,

(28)

where hk,Wk denote the channel and pre-coder for kth user.

In addition, with the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA

relay systems, observation has that

Rnn = σ2
1H1H

H
1 + σ2

2IK , (29)

where σ2
1 , σ

2
2 are the covariance of equivalent noise power

matrix with n1n
H
1 ,n2n

H
2 . This gives the received signal power

of kth user by

Pk =

[
pk|hk|2wH

k (

K∑
i=1

pi|hi|2wiw
H
i +Rnn)

−1wk

]2
. (30)

Here Wi is the optimal MMSE receiver. In this case, before

adopting the SIC to eliminate the co-channel interferences, the

power of interference plus noise can be given as (32).
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PIR = pk|hk|2
K∑

i=1,i �=k

pi|hi|2
∣∣∣wH

k (
K∑
i=1

Pj |hj |2wjw
H
j +Rnn)

−1wk

∣∣∣2 +Rnnpk|hk|2wH
k (

K∑
i=1

pi|hj |2wjw
H
j +Rnn)

−2wk

a
= pk|hk|2wH

k (
K∑
i=1

pi|hi|2wiw
H
i +Rnn)

−1wk −
[
pk|hk|2wH

k (
K∑
i=k

pi|hk|2wiw
H
i +Rnn)

−1wk

]2
.

(32)

For the sake of explanation convenience, here in (32), the

equality’s left side of its first part denoting the interferences

from other users, and the second part is the noise power, where

the equality of
a
= is due to the fact that

K∑
i=1,i �=k

pi|hi|2WiW
H
i =

(
K∑
i=1

pi|hi|2WiW
H
i +Rnn

)

− pk|hk|2wkw
H
k −Rnn.

(33)

Consequently, by given the signal power as (30) and inter-

ference plus noise power as (32), the SINR of user k will turn

out to be

γk =

[
pk|hk|2wH

k (
∑K

i=1 pi|hi|2wiw
H
i +Rnn)

−1wk

]2
PIR

.

(34)

Additionally, by further eliminating the common factor of

both numerator and denominator, we can finally arrive at the

following equality

γk =
pk|hk|2wH

k (
∑K

i=1 pi|hk|2wiw
H
i +Rnn)

−1wk

1− pk|hk|2wH
k (
∑K

i=1 pi|hi|2wiwH
i +Rnn)−1wk

.

(35)

This completes the proof.

APPENDIX B

Proof: While applying the conclusion of Lemma 3 to

Lemma 1, (9) can be rewritten as

γk = pk|hk|2wH
k (

K∑
i=1,i�=k

pi|hi|2wiw
H
i +Rnn)

−1wk. (36)

Further adopting the Lemma 2, as K,M growing large with

a ratio c = K/M , whereas the constraints 0 < lim infM c ≤
lim supM

1
c < ∞ holds5, SINR in this case, will follow

γk =
1

M
pk|hk|2tr(

K∑
i=1,i �=k

pi|hi|2wiw
H
i +Rnn)

−1

a.s.−−→ 1

M
pk|hk|2tr(

S∑
i=1,i �=k

piWHHHWH

+ pkWHHHWH +Rnn)
−1

=
1

M
pk|hk|2tr(WHPHHWH +Rnn)

−1.

(37)

This completes the proof.

5This hypothesis is to claim that c is a constant number within region
[0,∞], where the value of c is no less than the infimum value and no greater
than the supremum value with regards to M.

APPENDIX C

Proof: In this proof, lemma 2 is invoked to achieve a

closed-form expression of the following equality

Rnn = σ2
1H2H

H
2 + σ2

2IK . (38)

Firstly, observation has that the first part of the equation can

be decomposed as

σ2
1H2H

H
2 = σ2

1

R∑
j=1

h2,jh
H
2,j = σ2

1

R∑
j=1

h2,jIKhH
2,j . (39)

Thus by following lemma 2, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ R, the following

equation holds

h2,jIKhH
2,j −

1

K
tr(IK)

a.s.−−→ 0. (40)

Then we can arrive the following deterministic equivalent of

σ2
1H2H

H
2

σ2
1H2H

H
2 − (

R

K
σ2
1tr(IK) + σ2

1IK)
a.s.−−→ 0. (41)

This means, the deterministic equivalent of σ2
1H2H

H
2 +σ2

2IK
is

σ2
1H2H

H
2 + σ2

2IK
a.s.−−→ (Rσ2

1 + σ2
1)IK . (42)

This completes the proof.

APPENDIX D

Proof: In this proof, the derivations are divided into two

cases: k = 1 and 2 < k < K. This is due to the fact

that while decoding the transmit information with SIC, for

k = 1 , all of the co-channel interferences has already been

perfectly eliminated; whereas for 2 < k < K, the co-channel

interference from other user with a lower order cannot be

eliminated with SIC.

Firstly, in line with the prior proof of Appendix C, the de-

terminant equivalent of SINR has the following approximation

1

M
pk|hk|2tr(WHPHHWH +Rnn)

−1

a.s.−−→ 1

M
pk|hk|2tr(WHPHHWH + (Rσ2

1 + σ2
1)IK)−1.

(43)

In addition, applying the Stieltjes transform [48], [50] to

WHPHHWH yields the following expression

SWHPHHWH (z)− SM (z)
a.s.−−→ 0. (44)
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For user number 2 ≤ k ≤ K, by applying the SIC to eliminate

the co-channel interferences with higher power values, SM (z)
denoting the unique positive solution of

s =

[
1

M

∑K
i=i pi|h|2i

1 + s
∑k−1

j=2 pj |h|2j
+ (Rσ2

1 + σ2
1)IK

]−1

. (45)

Here j ≤ k − 1 is due to fact that SIC can successfully

eliminate the co-channel interferences from other users with

higher user orders. Thus by solving the equation with (45), an

unique positive solution can be given as

s =
−m+ t

2(Rσ2
1 + σ2

2)M
∑k−1

j=2 pj |hj |2
, (46)

where t is

t =

√√√√m2 + 4(Rσ2
1 + σ2

2)M
2

k−1∑
j=2

pj |hj |2, (47)

with m given as

m = (Rσ2
1 + σ2

2 −
k−1∑
j=2

pj |hj |2)M +

K∑
i=1

pi|hi|2. (48)

To further eliminate the channel uncertainty with the deter-

ministic equivalent tools in order to get a closed-form expres-

sion of the γk when 2 ≤ k ≤ K, as discussed aforementioned,

the AWGN channel assumption is assumed in line with the

assumption in lemma 2 for both the first and second part

of the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA relay systems.

Moreover, it is noticed that with this assumption, for each user

k, the following equivalent holds

|h|2k = H1h2,kh
H
2,kH

H
1 =

M∑
i=1

h1,ih2,kh
H
2,kh

H
1,i. (49)

Substituting the conclusion of lemma 2 into the above equa-

tion, it has

|h|2k − M

R
tr(h2,kh

H
2,k)

a.s.−−→ 0. (50)

Additionally, it is noticed that h2,kh
H
2,k can be further written

as

h2,kh
H
2,k = h2,kIKhH

2,k. (51)

Thus by further employing the processing method with ap-

pendix C, the final deterministic equivalent of |h|2k can be

given as

|h|2k − M

R

a.s.−−→ 0. (52)

Consequently, by substituting this result into (46) with (47)

and (48), and further substituting the results into (37), one

can finally obtain the closed-form expression of the γk with

2 ≤ k ≤ K

γk
a.s.−−→ pk(−m+ t)

2(Rσ2
1 + σ2

2)M
∑k−1

j=2 pj
, (53)

where t is

t =

√√√√m2 + 4(Rσ2
1 + σ2

2)M
2

k−1∑
j=2

pj
M

R
, (54)

with m given as

m = (Rσ2
1 + σ2

2 −
k−1∑
j=2

pj
M

R
)M +

K∑
i=1

pi
M

R
. (55)

Other than 2 < k < K, the closed-form expression when

k = 1 can be straightforwardly obtained. That is, for k = 1,

it is noticed that the co-channel interferences from other users

with NOMA scheme have been perfectly eliminated with SIC.

This yields the γ1 with following expression

γ1 =
p1|h1|2

Rσ2
1 + σ2

2

a.s.−−→ Mp1
R2σ2

1 +Rσ2
2

. (56)

Thus combining (53) and (56) will be the SINR expression

of each user in the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-NOMA

relay systems.

This completes the proof.

APPENDIX E

Proof: The qualitative analysis of capacity and sum rate

performances with M growing large is addressed here in

this section. Primarily, observation has that for each user

k, on condition that M is larger than R and K, while

merely growing M and keeping R and K remain, the

values of
∑k−1

j=1 pj |hj |2,
∑K

i=1 pi|hi|2, pk|hk|2 can be taken

as constant values. In addition, for the sake of analysis

compactness, following assumptions are given beforehand:

a = (Rσ2
1 + σ2

2 − ∑k−1
j=2 pj

M
R ), b =

∑K
i=1 pi

M
R , c =

2(Rσ2
1 + σ2

2)M
2
∑k−1

j=2 pj
M
R , d = pk

M
R . In this case, γk can

be rewritten as

γk =
d[−(aM + b) +

√
(aM + b)2 + 2cM2]

cM
. (57)

It is noticed that a, b, c, d turn out to be constant elements when

all factors are given in the non-regenerative massive-MIMO-

NOMA relay systems. In this case, the following proportional

holds

γk ∝ −(aM + b) +
√
(aM + b)2 + 2cM2

cM
. (58)

Furthermore, dividing the numerator and the denominator with

M yields

γk ∝
−a+

{
− b

M +
√

(a+ 2c) +O(( b
M )2) + ( b

M )2
}

c
.

(59)

It is clearly shown that while keeping other elements constant,

O(( b
M )2) determines the differential gap between − b

M and√
(a+ 2c) +O(( b

M )2) + ( b
M )2. Moreover, with M growing

large, the gap becomes smaller, which leads to a smaller

increment of γk. This finally brings in smaller increment of

capacity and sum rate.

This completes the proof.
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APPENDIX F

Proof: In line with prior study of [54], with MMSE

massive-MIMO, the SINR expression of user k can be given

as

γk,OMA =
1

(I+ ρ|h|2k)−1
− 1. (60)

where ρ yields the SNR of each user. Within the non-

regenerative massive-MIMO-OMA relay systems, by apply-

ing the prior derived conclusions of Appendix C, ρ can be

rewritten as

ρ =
Pk

Rσ2
1 + σ2

2

. (61)

Additionally, with Appendix D, the following approximation

of this non-regenerative massive-MIMO-OMA relay systems

holds

|h|2k a.s.−−→ M

R
. (62)

While subscribing (61) and (62) into (60), we can safely arrive

at the conclusion.

This completes the proof.
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